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A complete concordance or verbal index to words,
phrases and passages in the dramatic works of
Shakespeare. There is also a supplementary
concordance to the poems. This is an essential
reference work for all students and readers of
Shakespeare.
Hollywoodstar Atlanta Jackson flieht vor der
Presse in ein kleines italienisches Dorf, um Ruhe
zu finden. Aber sie hat Pech - oder Gl ck? Denn in
der sonst so ruhigen l ndlichen Idylle ist noch ein
zweiter Superstar zu Gast: Angelo Casali, den sie
schon einmal abblitzen ließ ...
Recently angels have made a remarkable comeback
in the popular imagination; their real heyday,
however, was the Middle Ages. From the great
shrines dedicated to Michael the Archangel at MontSt-Michel and Monte Garano to the elaborate
metaphysical speculations of the great thirteenthcentury scholastics, angels dominated the physical,
temporal, and intellectual landscape of the medieval
West. This book offers a full-scale study of angels
and angelology in the Middle Ages. Seeking to
discover how and why angels became so important
in medieval society, David Keck considers a wide
range of fascinating questions such as: Why do
angels appear on baptismal fonts? How and why did
angels become normative for certain members of
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the church? How did they become a required
course of study? Did popular beliefs about angels
diverge from the angelologies of the theologians?
Why did some heretics claim to derive their
authority from heavenly spirits? Keck spreads his
net wide in the attempt to catch traces of angels
and angelic beliefs in as many portions of the
medieval world as possible. Metaphysics and
mystery plays, prayers and pilgrimages, Cathars
and cathedrals-all these and many more disparate
sources taken together reveal a society deeply
engaged with angels on all its levels and in some
unlikely ways.
Merciful Judgments and Contemporary Society
Angel #4
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in
Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986
Measure for Measure
Avenging Angels: In the Beginning
Swimming in the Moon
Merciful Judgments and Contemporary
Society: Legal Problems, Legal Possibilities
explores the tension between law's need for
and dependence on merciful judgments and
suspicions that regularly accompany them.
Rather than focusing primarily on
definitional questions or the longstanding
debate about the moral worth and
importance of mercy, this book focuses on
mercy as a part of, and problem for, law.
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This book is a product of the University of
Alabama School of Law symposia series on
'Law, Knowledge and Imagination'. It
explores the ways law is known and
imagined in a diverse array of disciplines,
including political science, history, cultural
studies, philosophy and science. In addition,
books produced through the Alabama
symposia explore various conjunctions of
law, knowledge and imagination as they play
out in debates about theory and policy and
speak to venerable questions as well as
contemporary issues.
This is it—the stunning conclusion to the
first story arc reimagining the iconic
vampire-with-a-soul. Angel must decide
which path to follow on his quest to earn
redemption and to free himself from this
vampire curse—and all roads lead to
Sunnydale. Bryan Edward Hill (Detective
Comics, Killmonger), Gleb Melnikov and
series creator Joss Whedon (Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, Marvel’s The Avengers) will
blow you away with a shocking final page
reveal that no Buffy or Angel fan can miss!
The topic of this exhibition and catalog is
the angel, but more important the way the
angel is represented. The image of the angel
has varied with the changing times and
stylistic and cultural spheres but, at the
same time, it has remained essentially
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unchanged and charged with a particular
fascination that transcends fashions and
styles.
Angel-Seeker
A Complete Concordance to Shakespeare
Narrative Ethics of the Bard and the
Buffyverse
Hollywood-Romanze in Italien
Cumulative List of Organizations Described
in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954
Joss Whedon as Shakespearean Moralist
A new historical novel from Pamela Schoenewaldt, the USA
Today bestselling author of When We Were Strangers. Italy,
1905. Fourteen-year-old Lucia and her young mother,
Teresa, are servants in a magnificent villa on the Bay of
Naples, where Teresa soothes their unhappy mistress with
song. But volatile tempers force them to flee, exchanging
their warm, gilded cage for the cold winds off Lake Erie and
Cleveland's restless immigrant quarters. With a voice as
soaring and varied as her moods, Teresa transforms herself
into the Naples Nightingale on the vaudeville circuit. Clever
and hardworking, Lucia blossoms in school until her
mother's demons return, fracturing Lucia's dreams. Yet
Lucia is not alone in her struggle for a better life. All around
her, friends and neighbors, new Americans, are demanding
decent wages and working conditions. Lucia joins their
battle, confronting risks and opportunities that will
transform her and her world in ways she never imagined.
Heaven is losing the fight for Earth to Hell, humans
succumbing to the temptations and corruption offered by
the demons and now things have reached a critical point.
The angels are ill equipped to fight back lacking skills of
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deception. Just as all seems lost Peter finds a long-forgotten
clause, one which offers Heaven its only chance of salvation.
The redemption clause states that any soul who dies while
saving another shows the potential for being good and can
be saved. With this in hand, Heaven sets up a new agency ‒
the Avenging Angels, recruiting evil souls destined for Hell,
offering them one last chance to escape the fire and enter
Heaven. Enter Gerald, Angelo and Melissa, all destined for
hell. With their very souls at stake, the Avenging Angels
must stop the tidal-wave of evil heading in Earth s
direction, and save humanity from itself. Simple, right? What
could possibly go wrong? One simple plan, three evil soul s
and a world full of good intentions.
Down a lonely, country road in the hinterlands of Maine's
western mountains, author Angelo Kaltsos found beauty in
a camp called West Branch. In Of Bears, Mice, and Nails,
Kaltsos tells of discovering an old hunting camp built almost
100 years ago and of his efforts to refurbish the camp to
make it his home. Although he grew up and worked in large
cities, nature called to Kaltsos. It lured him to woods, parks,
and the outdoors. For more than thirty years he has made
his home in a small cabin near the Appalachian Trail. Kaltsos
first spied the property with spectacular views in 1967; he
rented a home prior to purchasing the camp in 1978. In Of
Bears, Mice, and Nails he describes his simplistic lifestyle
with no indoor bathroom, no electricity, no generator, no
solar panels, no telephone, and no television. He's gained
knowledge of carpentry and agriculture, and learned to
plant and care for trees, vegetables, flowers, grapes, and
berries. His story includes excerpts of comments left by
visitors in his outhouse guestbook who describe the
wonders of spending time in a rustic, quiet, and magical
place.
International directory of arts
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Familiar Allusions
With that of His Types; St. John the Baptist; and Other
Persons of the Old and New Testament
Angel Fall - L'angelo caduto
Angels and Angelology in the Middle Ages
International Dictionary of Theatre: Playwrights
Un esercito di angeli sterminatori ha
attaccato la Terra: dopo poche settimane la
violenza dilaga ovunque, insieme alla paura e
alla superstizione. Nella Silicon Valley
ostaggio delle gang, la diciassettenne Penryn
cerca di sopravvivere e proteggere la sua
famiglia, fino a quando gli angeli guerrieri
non rapiscono sua sorella minore, la più
fragile, la più indifesa. L'unico modo per
salvarla è affidarsi a un nemico, un angelo
che ha perso le ali in combattimento e ora ha
bisogno, come Penryn, di raggiungere la
roccaforte delle crudeli creature alate a San
Francisco. Nel viaggio che li porterà alla
città, Penryn e Raffe impareranno a contare
solo l'una sull'altro, in un deserto in cui
regnano la devastazione e il sospetto e in
cui il pericolo è dietro ogni angolo.
While trying to escape their apartment after
the angels of the apocalypse descended to
demolish the modern world, Penryn meets
Raffe, an angel whose wings have been cut off
by the angels who kidnapped Penryn's sister,
Paige.
Aveva nove anni Chaim Koppelman quando, per
la prima volta, tratteggiò il profilo di
Napoleone sul suo libro di geografia. Non un
ritratto voluto, né ricercato, semplicemente
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il disegno di un bambino – talentuoso – che
ferma sulla carta ciò che lo incuriosisce o
colpisce, senza porsi troppe domande.
Quell’appunto distratto è rimasto lì,
apparentemente dimenticato, nella frenesia di
una vita, anche artistica, che aveva
velocemente cominciato a delineare il suo
corso. Come tutte le passioni, però, quel
profilo, nel tempo, ha fatto maturare
sotterranee riflessioni, portando poi alla
luce e nell’arte di Koppelman nuovi stimoli e
lavori. E perfino un “nuovo” Napoleone,
liberato dal suo essere concreto personaggio
storico per diventare icona e simbolo
addirittura dell’inconscio collettivo. E,
forse, più ancora, realizzazione in carne ed
ossa delle battaglie che portano alla
costruzione dell’armonia. Koppelman punta,
infatti, l’attenzione sul Napoleone che è in
ognuno di noi. “La bellezza è sempre unione
di opposti – era il manifesto del Realismo
Estetico di Eli Siegel, corrente cui
Koppelman aderì negli anni Quaranta – e unire
gli opposti è quel che cerchiamo di
realizzare in noi stessi”. Ecco l’intimo
desiderio di Napoleone: portare la democrazia
affermando però la propria autorità. Ed ecco
l’intimo desiderio del Napoleone interiore:
affermare il “noi”, mettendo in mostra
l’“io”. Dal desiderio di illustrare questa
scoperta, prende le mosse la ricerca di
Koppelman, correndo attraverso dipinti,
pastelli, acqueforti, incisioni su linoleum,
acquerelli per giocare con i suoi stessi
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risultati. Napoleone osserva l’orizzonte
artistico nei secoli, guardando perfino se
stesso allo specchio, non per avere risposte
ma forse per porre domande sulla vera natura
dell’uomo e dei suoi desideri. [Dino
Gasperini, Assessore alle Politiche Culturali
e Centro Storico] Chaim Koppelman was only
nine when he first drew a profile of Napoleon
in his geography book. It wasn’t supposed to
be a portrait, just a drawing by a talented
child who puts down on paper things that
strike him or arouse his curiosity, without
wondering too much about them. That casual
drawing is still there, apparently forgotten
in the bustle of a lifetime, artistic and
otherwise, that had soon begun to mark out
its course. Like all passions, though, that
profile of Napoleon caused subterranean
reflections to ripen in Koppelman, bringing
new stimuli and works to light and to his
art. And even a “new” Napoleon, freed from
being an actual historical figure and
becoming an icon and symbol in the collective
consciousness. And, perhaps still more
significant, a flesh-and-blood
personification of the battles that lead to
the construction of harmony. Koppelman
focuses attention on the Napoleon who’s in
every one of us. “All beauty is a making one
of opposites, and the making one of opposites
is what we are going after in ourselves,”
proclaimed the manifesto of Eli Siegel’s
Aesthetic Realism, a movement that Koppelman
joined in the 1940s. This was Napoleon’s
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innermost desire: to bring democracy, but at
the same time to assert his own authority.
And it’s also the innermost desire of our
inner Napoleon: to assert the “we” while
flaunting our own “I.” Koppelman’s research
started from his desire to illustrate this
discovery in paintings, pastels, etchings,
linoleum prints and watercolors, playing with
his results. Napoleon observes the artistic
horizon over the centuries and even looks at
himself in a mirror, not to find answers but
perhaps to raise questions about the true
nature of humans and their desires. [Dino
Gasperini, City Councillor for Cultural
Policies and the Historic Center]
Library of Congress Subject Headings
A Novel
With a Supplementary Concordance to the Poems
Michelangelo's Poetry and Iconography in the
Heart of the Reformation
Publication
Dante Encyclopedia

The opening chapter traces the history of the term
'problem plays' as applied to Shakespeare and defines it
more clearly and precisely than has been done in the past.
Julius Caesar, Measure for Measure, Antony and
Cleopatra are then discussed in separate chapters, not only
as problem plays but from various points of view: such
matters as themes, structural pattern, character-problems,
the play's relation to its sources as well as to other plays in
the canon, are all touched upon.
This book explores the narrative of Adam and Eve, its
transformation into the doctrine of original sin, its power
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to stimulate reflection on the meaning of human life, its
amazing persistence in literature, and its ability to evoke
compassion and forgiveness.
Drawing on the works of Shakespeare and American
screenwriter Joss Whedon, this study in narrative ethics
contends that Whedon is the Shakespeare of our time. The
Bard wrote before the influence of the modern moral
philosophers, while Whedon is writing in the postmodern
period. It is argued that Whedon’s work is more in
harmony with the early modern values of Shakespeare
than with modern ethics, which trace their origin to 17th
and 18th century moral philosophy. This study includes a
detailed discussion of representative works of Shakespeare
and Whedon, showing how they can and should be read as
forms of narrative ethics.
Craving Him
Napoleone entra a New York. Chaim Koppelman e
l’Imperatore. Opere 1957-2007
A Hand-book of Miscellaneous Information Including the
Names of Celebrated Statues, Paintings, Palaces, Countryseats, Ruins, Churches, Ships, Streets, Clubs, Natural
Curiosities, and the Like Begun (but Left Unfinished)
The Problem Plays of Shakespeare
A Complete Concordance Or Verbal Index to Works,
Phrases and Passages in the Dramatic Works of
Shakespeare
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Religion
Jason broke Gio’s heart once, leaving him broken and
devastated. Now, just when Gio’s moving on, Jason’s
returned, threatening to do it all over again. When a hit-andrun accident leaves Gio in a wheelchair, he’s faced with the
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choice of going to rehab until he heals or asking one of his
friends to take care of him. He never expected Jason, the man
who broke his heart once, to show up at the hospital insisting
Gio come home with him. It sounds like the worst idea
possible, but Gio just can’t resist the other man, even knowing
he’s setting himself up to be hurt again. Jason knows it’s a
bad idea to bring Gio into his home, but he finds it impossible
to walk away a second time when he hears that the man he
can’t forget is in need. Jason’s not ready to come out of the
closet, though, even to himself. No matter how fast his heart
races around the other man, he’s determined to keep his
emotional distance. But he’s never been good at resisting Gio.
When Jason’s past returns to stalk him, it puts Gio in danger.
Can Jason find the resolve to do what’s right to protect Gio?
Or will his attraction be both of their undoing? A second
chances, friends to lovers, contemporary gay romance.
The women who craved the attention of of angels were known
as angel-seekers, a term used with awe by some - and scorn by
others... Elizabeth was born to wealth, but circumstances
forced her to live as a servant in her cousin's household.
Determined to change her life, she travels to the town of Cedar
Hills, hoping that an angel will take notice of her and take her
as his own. Rebekah is a daughter of the Jansai tripe, raised to
hate angels. But when she finds an injured angel near her
village, she defies her upbringing to care for him. In time,
these two women, whose paths will cross, will both find what
they long for, in surprising - and dangerous - ways...
Written by two recognized authorities on nontraditional
religious movements, this resource is one of the most
comprehensive books on angels and related topics currently
available. More than 300 entries are included and drawn from
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multiple religions, such as Christianity, Islam, and Hindu
traditions, as well as from pop culture. A variety of angel
topics are discussed, including celebrity angels, classifications
of angels, obscure angels still waiting for their big break,
guardian angels, fallen angels, Anaheim angels, biblical
figures associated with angels, angels in art and architecture,
and angels in the media and literature. Angels are also
discussed in terms of the occult and metaphysics, with entries
on UFOs, fairies, and witches. A comprehensive resource
section lists movies, books, magazines, and organizations
related to angels.
Angels in Italian Art
Napoleon entering New York. Chaim Koppelman and the
Emperor. Works 1957-2007
Being a Verbal Index to All the Passages in the Dramatic
Works of the Poet
A Study of Julius Caesar, Measure for Measure, Antony and
Cleopatra
Of Bears, Mice, and Nails
Catalog of Copyright Entries

BONUS MATERIAL AND RECIPES INCLUDED.
Next stop: Hell. Unless . . . He was a driven,
heartless businessman, trampling anyone who got
in his way, until one night when his grinchy-heart
exploded. Now, he's back on earth with a second
chance to avoid his fate. His task? To right three of
his wrongs. Fail, and he's not going to like how his
story ends. All her fault . . . Carrie Alexander lives
a quiet life in a tiny town in Minnesota, recovering
from a broken heart and her guilt. She'd been fool
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enough to fall in love with her heartless boss, and
she'd not only been kicked to the curb, she'd
brought down the whole town with her. She's
doing everything she can to make up for the
disaster she wrought, and she has no time for the
stranger who appears at her door on a wintry
Thanksgiving night--no matter how angelically
beautiful he is. He's going to need a miracle . . .
Healing the town is a relatively simple matter.
Fixing lost souls will be a piece of cake. But how
the hell can Gabriel heal the woman he's fallen in
love with, knowing he's going to abandon her once
again? RITA Award Winning Title! About the
Author: Anne Stuart recently celebrated her forty
years as a published author. She has won every
major award in the romance field and appeared on
the bestseller list of the NYTimes, Publisher's
Weekly, and USA Today, as well as being featured
in Vogue, People Magazine, and Entertainment
Tonight. Anne lives by a lake in the hills of
Northern Vermont with her fabulous husband.
Available for the first time in paperback, this
essential resource presents a systematic
introduction to Dante's life and works, his cultural
context and intellectual legacy. The only such
work available in English, this Encyclopedia:
brings together contemporary theories on Dante,
summarizing them in clear and vivid prose
provides in-depth discussions of the Divine
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Comedy, looking at title and form, moral structure,
allegory and realism, manuscript tradition, and
also taking account of the various editions of the
work over the centuries contains numerous entries
on Dante's other important writings and on the
major subjects covered within them addresses
connections between Dante and philosophy,
theology, poetics, art, psychology, science, and
music as well as critical perspective across the
ages, from Dante's first critics to the present.
Contextualizing Michelangelo’s poetry and
spirituality within the framework of the religious
Zeitgeist of his era, this study investigates his
poetic production to shed new light on the artist’s
religious beliefs and unique language of art.
Author Ambra Moroncini looks first and foremost
at Michelangelo the poet and proposes a thoughtprovoking reading of Michelangelo’s most
controversial artistic production between 1536
and c.1550: The Last Judgment, his devotional
drawings made for Vittoria Colonna, and his last
frescoes for the Pauline Chapel. Using theological
and literary analyses which draw upon reformist
and Protestant scriptural writings, as well as on
Michelangelo’s own rime spirituali and Vittoria
Colonna’s spiritual lyrics, Moroncini proposes a
compelling argument for the impact that the
Reformation had on one of the greatest minds of
the Italian Renaissance. It brings to light how, in
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the second quarter of the sixteenth century in
Italy, Michelangelo’s poetry and aesthetic
conception were strongly inspired by the revived
theologia crucis of evangelical spirituality, rather
than by the theologia gloriae of Catholic teaching.
Falling Angel
Legal Problems, Legal Possibilities
Third series
The Complete Concordance to Shakspere
The History of Our Lord as Exemplified in Works
of Art
This practical dictionary of the Portuguese language
contains over 65,000 entries in a concise, easy-touse format. The direction of the translation is from
English to Portuguese. It offers a broad vocabulary
from all areas as well as numerous idioms for
holidays or for use as a classic reference work.
A dictionary of playwrights which contains 485
entries, each of which includes biographical
information on the playwright, complete lists of
published works (with dates of performance) and a
bibliography of critical studies on the playwright.
A New and Complete Concordance Or Verbal Index
to Words, Phrases, & Passages in the Dramatic
Works of Shakespeare
Adam and Eve in Scripture, Theology, and Literature
Angelfall
Sin, Compassion, and Forgiveness
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English / Portuguese Dictionary
Outhouse Chronicles
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